
Relative Weights Analysis:  Binary Logistic Regression 

 Krystal Trout, doctoral student in Clinical Health Psychology at East Carolina University, 

gathered data from children with sickle cell disease.  The variables included Fatexp (whether or not 

the child had experienced bouts of extreme fatigue in the last year), age, SWSTotal (a composite 

measure of quality of sleep), parfreq (frequency of episodes of extreme pain), sex, and HGB 

(hemoglobin).  Here are the zero-order correlations between fatigue and the remaining variables: 

Pearson Correlation Coefficients  
Prob > |r| under H0: Rho=0  
Number of Observations 

  age SWSTotal parfreq sex HGB 

Fatexp 

Fatigue Presence 
 

0.18585 

0.0886 

85 
 

-0.33346 

0.0018 

85 
 

0.23038 

0.0350 

84 
 

-0.15137 

0.1667 

85 
 

0.02214 

0.8425 

83 
 

 The zero-order effects on the (dichotomous) frequency of fatigue are significant for sleep quality 

and pain frequency.  That for age falls short of significance, but with a larger sample size would likely 

be significant. 

 From the binary logistic regression we see that the partial effect of age is significant 

(suppression) and that for sleep quality and pain frequency falls short of significance. 

Binary Logistic Regression 

 B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 

Step 1
a
 

age .208 .105 3.931 1 .047 1.231 

sex -.981 .636 2.382 1 .123 .375 

parfreq .126 .074 2.939 1 .086 1.134 

HGB .069 .182 .143 1 .705 1.071 

SWSTotal -.865 .488 3.141 1 .076 .421 

Constant 1.506 3.024 .248 1 .619 4.508 

 Notice that the partial effect of age is significant in the logistic regression (due to suppression) 

and the effects of both pain frequency and sleep quality falls short of significance (due to redundancy) 

 Not surprisingly, sleep quality and pain frequency are well correlated, negatively. 

Pearson Correlation Coefficients  
Prob > |r| under H0: Rho=0  
Number of Observations 

  SWSTotal 

parfreq 

Pain Frequency 
 

-0.29177 

0.0071 

84 
 

 



 One of the most common errors that research make is neglecting to remember that the unique 

contribution of a predictor is highly dependent on the context, that is, its relationship with the other 

predictors in a model (see Courville & Thompson, 2001).  Two predictors that each are very well 

associated with the outcome variable can have small (and not significant) unique contributions in the 

multivariate model simply because they are redundant with each other.  Concluding that such 

predictors are not important is a big but all-too-common error.  I, and others, have been stressing, for 

many years now, the importance of taking the zero-order correlations into account when interpreting 

partial effects in a multivariate analysis, but even my best students sometimes fail to do so. 

 What happens with the logistic regression if we remove one or the other of sleep frequency and 

pain frequency? 

Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates 

Parameter DF Estimate Standard 
Error 

Wald 
Chi-Square 

Pr > ChiSq 

Intercept 1 -4.4879 2.7966 2.5754 0.1085 

age 1 -0.1908 0.0984 3.7614 0.0524 

sex 1 0.9439 0.6142 2.3615 0.1244 

SWSTotal 1 1.2685 0.4686 7.3284 0.0068 

HGB 1 -0.0290 0.1770 0.0269 0.8698 

 
 

Odds Ratio Estimates 

Effect Point Estimate 95% Wald 
Confidence Limits 

age 0.826 0.681 1.002 

sex 2.570 0.771 8.566 

SWSTotal 3.556 1.419 8.908 

HGB 0.971 0.687 1.374 

 With pain frequency removed from the model, the effect of sleep quality becomes significant and 

that of age falls short of significance. 

Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates 

Parameter DF Estimate Standard 
Error 

Wald 
Chi-Square 

Pr > ChiSq 

Intercept 1 1.9130 2.1654 0.7804 0.3770 

age 1 -0.1922 0.1036 3.4429 0.0635 

sex 1 1.0527 0.6136 2.9436 0.0862 

parfreq 1 -0.1510 0.0719 4.4158 0.0356 

HGB 1 -0.0594 0.1752 0.1150 0.7345 

 
  



 

Odds Ratio Estimates 

Effect Point Estimate 95% Wald 
Confidence Limits 

age 0.825 0.674 1.011 

sex 2.865 0.861 9.538 

parfreq 0.860 0.747 0.990 

HGB 0.942 0.668 1.328 

 

 With sleep quality removed from the model, the effect of pain frequency becomes significant and 

the effect of age not. 

 Redundant variance in a multiple regression is variance in the outcome variable that is explained 

by the model but which is not unique to any single predictor.  Because of such redundancy the sum of 

the unique effects (Type II squared semipartial correlation coefficients) will usually be less than the 

R2.  Relative weights analysis allows one to assign such redundant variance to the predictors such 

that the sum of the relative weights will be exactly equal to the R2.  Here I shall illustrate the use of 

relative weights analysis with Trout’s data. 

 I used SAS code provided by Trout to compute the composite sleep quality scores.  Since the 

relative weights analysis will be done with R, I then needed to export the data to a csv file.  SAS 

balked at exporting to csv, so I exported to an SPSS sav file and then from SPSS to an Excel file.  In 

Excel I removed cases with missing data and then exported to csv.  The csv file was then uploaded to 

the relative weights server.  A few minutes later the results appeared in my Inbox.  Here they are: 

Rsq.O - logistic analog to Rsq 

RSQ.o 

[1] 0.2687472 

 

#The Raw and Rescaled Weights 

RW.Results 

  Variables Raw.RelWeight Rescaled.RelWeight (sum to one) 

1       age   0.014722612        0.054782393 

2       sex   0.002857509        0.010632704 

3   parfreq   0.218280492        0.812215092 

4       HGB   0.001307322        0.004864507 

5  SWSTotal   0.031579216        0.117505305 

 

Confidence Intervals around the raw weights CI.Results 

  Variables CI.Lower.Bound CI.Upper.Bound 

1       age   4.911359e-04     0.06580248 

2       sex   1.008715e-04     0.01812399 

3   parfreq   3.162882e-02     1.95705250 

4       HGB   3.010158e-05     0.00667136 

5  SWSTotal   2.647710e-03     0.09472319 

  

http://relativeimportance.davidson.edu/


Confidence Interval Tests of significance #If Zero is not  

> included, Weight is Significant CI.Significance 

    Labels CI.Lower.Bound CI.Upper.Bound 

1      age    -0.02961472     0.09159123 

2      sex    -0.05493043     0.05003210 

3  parfreq     0.01785155     2.42738585 

4      HGB    -0.04618008     0.02579775 

5 SWSTotal    -0.05856521     0.10255323 

 

 Notice that pain frequency is the only predictor that is significant. 
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